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Philippa Armstrong

Fractured Fairytales
From the Editor

“Deeper meaning resides in the fairy tales
told me in my childhood than in any truth
that is taught in life.”
~ Johann Christoph Friederich v. Schiller ~
German Poet

Welcome to the winter issue of Roomers. In this
edition we have used fairy tales as our theme,
although in fearless Roomers style the writers have
fractured them. Myths, legends and fairy tales are all
sub-genres of folklore. And fractured fairy tales are a
sub-sub-genre of fairy tales. When you fracture the
tale, you shake it up and crack it open. You reimagine
and rearrange it. You let it all pour out and then create
new plots, new characters and maybe even change
the fundamental message. By doing this, the central
message of the story is often updated to suit the
morality (or immorality) of the times.
Writers have always turned to the plots, settings and
characters of fairy tales as inspiration and restitched
them into their stories. As a result our most ancient
myths and legends keep being rewritten for each
new generation of readers and the story thread
continually unwinds remaining strong and unbroken.

J.R.R. Tolkien in his essay: “On Fairy Stories” said
that they “are stories about Fairy, that is, Faerie,
the realm or state in which fairies have their being
... Faerie ... contains many things besides elves
and fays, besides dwarfs, witches, trolls, giants, or
dragons: it holds the sea, the sun, the moon, the
sky; and the earth and all things in it: tree and bird,
water and stone, wine and bread, and ourselves,
mortal men, when we are enchanted.”
And so please sit back in your chair and enjoy this
collection of tales and poems by the writers of
Roomers. And if you feel inspired to write by what
you have read, remember our writing group meet
every week and everyone is welcome. Every Tuesday
1:30 – 3:30 at St Kilda library in the community
room. 150 Carlisle St, St Kilda. It’s a fun, creative
and supportive environment where you can go at
your own pace and enjoy good company. And have
afternoon tea.
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The Fairy Detective
by Dean Briggs

Born and raised in New Fairy! Don’t know anything
outside the big glitter rainbow’s end. Never needed to
go anywhere. In time everything comes to New Fairy.
You can sit in one spot and see the whole ripple of
everything in five hundred years.
I know l have. In fact I thought I had seen everything.
Thought I could read between the lines of any
good parable. Until this one dame walks into my
office on a typical Goldilocks New Fairy afternoon.
I remember distinctly.
It started with a commotion in the outer
office, which isn’t unusual if your secretary is
a Banshee, a brief torrent of screeching banter
was replaced by the door of my inner rent-arrears
sanctum being flung open and there not so delicately
silhouetted incrementally between the door space
and the frame. A large, yet delicately woven broad
brimmed heavily fruited feathered hat underlined
by the thickest and blackest of mascara’s, the
gleamingest of reddest lipsticks, gloved, bejewelled,
fragranced, armed in a modest knee high floral print,
heavily back lit by a delightful fairy tale afternoon
lecherously grinning sun advertising dugs you could
play hackysack with! Stood the old lady who lived
in the shoe. And l mean she was old! And she smelt
of leather.
Did l forget to mention she was waving some cash?
Very attractive woman.
Of course I knew about her, everyone knew about her
‘had so many children she didn’t know what to do’
She sold them all for an undisclosed sum to an
Armenian off shore investor called
Disney.
Totally legal. Made a mint. And
then lost it
all to bad investments, younger
lovers and
the box monster. She managed to keep her shoe,
which she turned into a rooming shoe for minority
plot point and disadvantaged fairy folk. She became
just another ripple that somehow managed to wash
up on my door step! Fuck a Leprichaun!
Lumoxing forward in an inebriated geriatric glide, she
manages to supposite herself, under much protest
from my only good sturdy chair.
		

Rummaging through her Felix the Cat 		
bag adorned upon her ample lap she pulled
forth a cask of red, two cartons of cigarettes,

a lighter, a free standing ashtray and a bowl of
nibblies. Then in not so much a display of the classic
lay-back, but more an homage to the half gaynor, she
downed half a litre. Resumed the upright position,
shoved the cask in the bag, lit more than one but
less than ten cigarettes and set her two blood shot
rheumy eyes in a generally unfocused direction
somewhere towards me!
‘I’m gravely afeard and concerned for the particular
where’s abouts of one of my tenants. I thinks he
might be in mortal danger of copyright! Please help
me Detective Cunt’
Mother was an Asian river spirit, that’s were l got the
name Fat from. My father just lived up to his Surname.
She says he was a Nordic Troll. They met after the war.
He was stationed near her village; they met at a Spring
blossom festival, that all l know. I never met him.
‘Please, just call me Fat!’ l hated being
called Detective. sounds like a missing
persons, have you called the local militia?’
Her face puckered up like she’d sucked a troll
on steroids ‘ No pigs man, what the fuck do
you think all this cash is for!’
The old broad was succinct, salient and spittley. What
can I say I have penchant towards a slight lisp. And a
couple of hundred years of doing this old, dusty, hard
drinking job has taught me a thing or two. If clients
enter a room fanning themselves with a fist full of
hundred dollar bills, they must be completely fucking
crazy or mildly eccentric. And this ol’ gal was one in
a million, if I’d suffered from any other persuasion l
would have lap danced her on the spot!
Except the sign on the door read ‘Fat Cunt Detective
Agency’ A constant reminder of who I was and why
I still walked the nocturnal yellow brick pavement
known as downtown Fairy. And what did l have in
front of me? A potential client!
Elderly, drunk, wafting lots of cash, distressed about
a missing tenant!
‘So what makes you think one of your residents has
gone all mother goose?’ I asked gently.
‘We were supposed to be married on the
day before the t’other, he stood me up at
the alter, in all me finery’
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l quelled a shudder as my imagination reeled. It was
only the sight of all that cash that kept the smile on
my face straight.
‘And the name of this scoundrel.’.
‘’My beloved has and always will go by
only three initials, B.B.W!’
I felt like a Goblin had smacked me with a tinker’s cuss!
It was common knowledge that the old dog liked a
bit of varicose vein, but this not only took the cake,
it took the whole basket of goodies! It was a double
blast from the past. First the old shoe gal an now
the big puffer. B.B.W, l don’t usually take tinker-bells
name in vain. But it was starting to sound like a
complete rooster suck!
This B.B.W cat was at
developer in New
half the town would still
and sticks.

one time the biggest
Fairy. If it wasn’t for him
be built of straw

He’d still own half the town if it wasn’t for the very
public outcry over the three senior police officer’s
mortar/trowel inquiry.
I heard he died of emphysema years ago. Washed
into the outer rings of the all-seeing reflective pond
of everything, ripples ago!
‘Maybe he got cold paws’ l said, more at a loss to say
anything rather than to say nothing at all.
She leaned forward ever so slightly and let forth a low
guttural primitive sound, and even though l could see
her teeth weren’t her own l held a very strong sense
that they could still rend flesh from bone.
I also sensed that this particular issue was still of a
sensitive nature.
‘So wadda you think happened to the big B.W.?’
hiding any tremor of fear in my voice.
The old broad for all her booze and bravado, broke.
Like a Queensland damn. The big ol’ dame was hurting.
Maybe there was some truth to her story? I handed
her a couple of metres of absorbent paper towel.
‘To be respectful Mrs Shoe, all my clients come
through this door because for some reason or

another they do not wish to take their complaints to
the palace guards. Few enter fanning
cash like
there’s a heatwave. More than a fair
share
have been left standing at the altar.
All want
the answer to the question; why?
So Mrs
Shoe, if you’re so adamant that B.B.W didn’t get cold
paws, what convinces you that his mortal copyright
is in peril?’
‘Just before the wedding he told me everything was
going to be all happy endings. Said that he’d come
across this book, said it was worth a kingdom. Said he
was gonna put a high heel extension on my Shoe’, she
sobbed ‘ we were even talking about a r-r-r-r-rockkery’
‘Sounds like a lot of science fiction to me!’
Again she leaned ever so slightly forward.
Her drunken eyes battling to produce a determined
stare, ‘it was the book of books he had, the very first
tale. The wellspring of everything. And there was
others that wanted it bad. Badder than bad!’
The green of her cash was beginning to grey. The
old girl was obviously unmagicated to one degree
or t’other. The old legend of the origins was always
cropping up.
But like l said it was
too nice an afternoon to
listen to a load
of ‘Fairy Dust’. Excuse the
perpurbiltudes!
And sure l could a fleeced
a few gold coins out of the old dear for time
rendered. But it wasn’t in me, not today anyway.
Her tears had dried, and I was about to hustle her
hat an all out the door when she mentions that some
men had been around asking a few questions here
and there throughout the neighbourhood. Said they
were twins!
These brothers have a name l ask?
‘Grimm’ she says!
My heart stopped a beat for the first time in about
four hundred years, can you believe that!
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A Love Story
by Jo Hennessy
Once upon a time there lived a hooker named
Jessie. She arrived at an escort job in a short, purple
sequined dress and her highest sparkly silver
stilettoes. The first thing she noticed about the house
was its neatness. Then she noticed all the books
were in alphabetical order and that the man Jacob
seemed very shy.

Jessie’s life was falling apart. She was addicted to
heroin again, working the streets every day and
ignoring her bills and her rent. She got evicted and
her pets were farmed to various friends but Jacob
said he’d take the rats.

HER
BODY
WAS SO
CUT UP
NO-ONE
WOULD
WANT
TO HAVE
SEX WITH
HER

‘Would you like to go through to the bedroom?’
she asked softly. They did the booking in silence
and gentleness. Jacob was painfully shy so
afterwards Jessie talked about books: the only thing
she thought they had in common. She didn’t stay for
the full hour but from that day on, Jacob came and
saw Jessie at the massage parlour every Saturday
night at 9:30 like clockwork.

Jessie was struggling. She was back on heroin and
starting to detest working in the parlour. She was a
street girl and resented spending twice the time with
the clients for half the money while the parlour took
the rest. She got sacked for being too stoned on the
job and returned to her comfort zone of the streets.
Normally she didn’t have clients at her home but
there was something special about Jacob that made
her feel protective towards him. She also wanted
his money for heroin which he knew nothing about.
Jacob was so straight he’d only got drunk once and
had never touched a drug or even tried a cigarette.

The first three times Jacob arrived for appointments
Jessie didn’t answer the door cos the house was
such a mess, not that she cared but she thought that
Jacob would. Jessie introduced him to all her animals
including her favourite big rat called Henry. “He won’t
bite’ Jessie assured him, but that was the first thing
Henry did. Jessie forgot he’d never met a man before.
They were lying on the bed caressing each other one
night when with a loud thud the entire bed collapsed
head first leaving them both with their heads on the
ground and their legs in the air as Jessie had made a
sloppy job of putting the slats together. They laughed
and laughed and Jessie asked if she could stay at his
place that night as she couldn’t be bothered putting
the bed together again. ‘But no sex unless you pay
me,’ she warned.

Jacob bought her smokes and pepsi max on the way
home and slept with his arms protectively around her.
The perfect gentleman. Jessie was amazed that
a man could be trustworthy.

Jacob helped her move her things into storage but he
took her hundreds of books and set up shelves lining
every wall of his spare room and arranged them
in alphabetical order.
She was hanging out so badly one day she rang
Jacob with a story of how she was on heroin and
owed money and the drug dealers were after her, all
of which was untrue but Jacob gave her $600 and
took her to the dealers’ house where she scored and
shot up with his money.
Now she was living back in St Kilda working the
streets full time. Her heroin habit escalated to $1000
a day so her life was spent making money to use.
Jacob kept coming to see her at the hotel room where
she was living but she was feeling worse and worse
about having sex with him because he was her friend
not a client, and in Jessie’s eyes friends didn’t have
sex with her because she hated sex and as she grew
fonder and fonder of Jacob the more uncomfortable
she felt sleeping with him. One day in the middle of a
booking with him he stopped and said ‘This isn’t right
anymore is it?’ Jessie was so relieved.
A few more years slipped away as Jessie lived to use
and used to live. She would visit Jacob’s house when
she could so she could see her rats. Eventually she
went to a women’s rehab in Preston vowing that if this
didn’t work out she would commit suicide and take
some clients, any clients, down with her. Jessie hated
men. Despite this she was a good hooker. She was
kind and friendly and genuinely tried to see the best
in people but once work was finished all the venom
she’d soaked in from fucking man after man would spill
out and she’d find excuses to abuse men in the street
and sometimes would spit on them or throw things
at them. She could no longer listen to love songs or
music sung by men. She was barely 25 but already
hardened and bitter from the life she’d chosen.
Rehab was amazing. Jessie didn’t realize people
could be that nice. She didn’t think anyone was
truly good deep down but she stayed and tested
the boundaries over and over and the staff were
supportive and loving and honest.
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Jessie had taken to cutting herself up all over her
body, at first as a way to ensure she couldn’t work
and therefore couldn’t use and then because she got
addicted to the pain and the blood and the way she
didn’t have to feel her emotional pain if she was in
physical pain.
Jacob drove from Geelong in peak hour traffic twice
a week to drive her to therapy. Jessie just thought he
was stupid and couldn’t
understand what he
possibly saw in her. She
knew there had to be
either something wrong
with him or an ulterior
motive. She could be
mean. She told him
openly she was gay. She
told him her body was
so cut up no-one would
want to have sex with her
again. ‘I stuck a knife up
my cunt last night,’ she
said defiantly one day
’You know, I don’t know
why you’re still hanging
around cos I’m never
going to fuck you’. But
still, he kept coming back.
One night she was so
suicidal she knew she
couldn’t go on for another
day. No-one could talk
her out of it and in
desperation they called
Jacob. He drove the hour
and a half journey to see
her and they talked in the car because Jessie wanted
him to take her somewhere else. “I’m sorry,” she
cried. “It hurts too much. I can’t do this anymore.” To
her absolute shock Jacob started crying too. Did this
mean he actually cared about her? She was in shock.
She didn’t think anyone cared for her that much.
She’d never seen him cry before or since.
Eventually Jessie got kicked out of rehab for an
attempted overdose. ‘No way am I going to live with
a man,’ she stated venomously but it was a choice
between Jacob or a refuge on Grey St where she
worked and she wasn’t going back there after 6
months of hard work staying clean so Jacob’s it was.

She didn’t want to sleep in a bed with him so would
curl up in a ball in front of the fire with Jacob’s arms
around her. He allowed her to bring all her animals
home even though he’d never owned a pet. Although
she was attracted to women Jacob was her best
friend and that counted for a lot more in her view.
She couldn’t work out why he loved her but one night
they discussed marriage and the decision was made.
They got married in the
botanical gardens in
Geelong. Jessie didn’t
have much family that she
still saw but her foster
parents were there, some
workers from rehab and
two girls from rehab were
her bridesmaids. Jessie
was pretty down to earth
and although she was not
thrilled by getting her hair
done and buying a dress
and all those other wedding
things, her wedding day
truly was the happiest day
of her life.
After the wedding they
had the reception at home
because Jessie wanted
to be around her animals.
Because they didn’t have
a lot of money the guests
bought plates of vegetarian
food and a salad made up
especially for the animals.
It’s been over 10 years now
and Jessie and Jacob are still together. It was hard
at first. Underneath all that anger Jessie was scared
of men and she would sometimes lash out at Jacob
in fear and frustration. She still charged him $150 for
sex well into their marriage. She still struggled with
feelings of suicide and often ended up in hospital.
She still self-harmed. But slowly, as she put the work
in she started on a path of healing rather than one
of destruction and she knows, that Jacob is kind and
loving and gentle, and while they may still bicker like
any other couple he would never hurt her.
So so far, for Jessie and Jacob, there truly is,
a happily ever after.
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Once upon a time in Far North Queensland after
eleven months at a commune named Zen, my two
houseguests left to earn some money so I did a
‘runner’ across the Tasman where I was to continue
my fairy-tale existence and complete the last two
wishes of my three-part wish to myself as a teenager.
My Melbourne plane left at 3am and arrived in
Auckland at 6am the night Cyclone Tracey let loose
her thunder in Darwin. The rains had reached the
New Zealand airport and it was very wet underfoot.
A small bus took its load to a nearby hostel where
there were many Aussies, Canadians, Americans and
some Enzedders. I was awash with people after the
quiet and isolation of Zen.
I headed north, hitching and after 30 years+, I can
still remember The Bay of Islands and staying in a
Youth Hostel in the local high school of Rotorua.
There was a bumper crop of backpackers so the
empty classrooms were enlisted. The room I was
in had 20 or more sleeping bags on the floor. It was
like the boarding-school I had always wanted! Lake
Taupo and the nearby mountain remain a bit of a blur
but Wellington and the funicular to another make-do
hostel was fun.
Then across to the South Island – here was the
life-changer!
February, ’75 saw me step off the island ferry to a
whole new world. It was at Nelson I came upon a
huge banner that said ‘Jesus Saves’. And, as I was
low on money I went through the doors. I could
have stayed longer but left the next morning and
the first lift I got was from a courier for the Mail.
As we talked I told the driver I really need to find
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an orchard to make some money. He said, “No
worries”, or something to that affect and drove me
right up the drive-way to Brown’s Orchard. On the
way he mentioned he was a parachute instructor and
as a ‘jump’ was my second wish I accepted the offer
to join his club as it seemed to have ‘fallen-into-my
lap’. I attended six practise sessions on jumping from
a plane but, on the day, it all seemed so different. I
am afraid I was a poor student and blacked-out as I
exited from the plane at 3,000 feet. I landed safely as
luck was with me that day but was told never to do
another. I was too much of a risk.
February, March and April were cold enough for me
on the northern tip of the South Island. I didn’t need
to see any snow to realise it was cold on those
mornings we were picking apples. One girl made
delicious apple pies and I remember the hot baths at
the end of the day. There were three huts or batches
as they were called, with two bedrooms each and
three people to a room. One batch was nicknamed
‘The Hovel’. And it was here one guy spent his days
reading ‘The French Lieutenant’s Woman.’ He was
spellbound. And sacked! Another guy was a writer
and when I saw him with pen and paper I was
hooked. He was tall, skinny with blonde, curly hair
and I was caught by his kiss. The deed was done and
Beth was conceived. I was soon to discover he had
anger problems which had caused him to temporarily
leave his wife and young son in Brisbane. He also
got booted off the orchard. He asked me to be his
mistress but, with a smile, I declined.
Nine months later Beth was born in Sydney and nine
months after that she was adopted in Melbourne and
even though she has also travelled, Melbourne is still
her home. But what happened in those 18+ months?
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From the orchard I hitched to Auckland to a hostel
and got work as a cleaner in a psych. hospital nearby
called ‘Greylands’. I knew I was losing my grip on my
life and thought maybe I could see what it was like on
the ‘inside’. My task was to clean the day-lounge of
the men’s and then the women’s areas. I had a bundle
of huge keys but nobody tried to ‘escape’. I heard
from a staff member that one man had been outfitted
for a job in the workforce but was back by lunchtime!
I felt a great affinity with these people as I realised a
full day’s physical work was becoming difficult for me.
My work colleagues and I had morning tea together
and one staff member insisted that the five cleaners
must wait till all were seated before enjoying our
plentiful, free repast. I felt she’d been too long in the
job. Fortunately, luck was a lady for me as I spied a
cheap ticket to Brisbane on the hostel notice board
so I left my job and flew back to Australia with a wee
babe inside me.
Conscious of the lure that Far North Queensland
held for me I headed north by train to the Atherton
Tablelands. Once there I met a friend who suggested
I stay in an old, dilapidated farmhouse which I did. It
was at the local hospital where my pregnancy was
confirmed. I was also told that Zen had been sold.
As the days passed I realised my plight; isolated and
finding difficulty in looking after myself and where the
highlight of my day included a tabby cat, also pregnant,
sitting on my lap. So I headed south again banishing
all thoughts of the tropics from my mind forever.
In Sydney my sister lived opposite a hospital and
my inner wisdom told me I would be walking across
those grounds at midnight to give birth. And that’s
exactly what happened. The months prior to January
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29th I realised I was losing my grip on reality and
went into full-time fantasy world and hoped the
pregnancy would never end. Not surprisingly, it did
and a new kind of unreality hit.
Easter ’76 I went to Melbourne and stayed with my
parents. They become besotted with Beth, their first
granddaughter, and only saw me as cruel in giving her
away. I couldn’t tell them that that was part of
my third wish I had made to myself as a teenager
that one day I would give a child up for adoption.
I also thought – more wisdom – that because of my
undiagnosed but suspected anxiety condition Beth
would have been taken from me through neglect on
my part and that would have been disastrous. I must
take the necessary steps myself. For her parentsto- be it was a joyful act and they were my salvation.
I couldn’t get my life moving again so my parents
suggested I attend a small psych. clinic and because
of my work in Auckland I agreed. It was at this clinic
that I enjoyed the exercise classes in the morning,
the small needlework group and the relaxation classes
which morphed into similar life-long interests. I knew
concentration was my enemy but through decades
of medication, my own inner wisdom and stable
accommodation life holds some positives for me.
And what of Danny, Beth’s biological father? Well,
he had to be married so he could have no hold over
the child. Life just has a way of working out.
And Beth? She has asked to meet twice but I was
reluctant and afterwards our letter writing collapsed.
I hope she asks again. My fairy-tale ending has yet
to be written but I’m glad Beth’s in the world.
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The Awakening
by Anna Brants

A baby girl was born on a cold and bitter winter’s
morning. The mother smiled lovingly and the father
proudly at their sweet and contented daughter. They
named her Sleeping Beauty as she slept most of the
day and into the night, never crying.
As time went by Sleeping Beauty remained sweet
and contented. Her parents thinking that all was well
in their daughter’s world did not bother about her.
The mother cooked, cleaned and sewed. The father
sowed vegetables, planted fruit trees and chopped
wood. Both of them so busy. Sleeping Beauty sat
and watched with sad, hopeful eyes longing for her
parents to speak to her.
When it was time to leave her childhood behind,
Sleeping Beauty became a troubled and sullen
teenage girl. This concerned her parents greatly but
without asking Sleeping Beauty what was wrong,
they both decided that she was just growing up.
In her heart Sleeping Beauty was slowly dying as
she became a young woman. Not one word of
kindness or encouragement was ever uttered from
her parents’ lips.

Then one cold and bitter winter’s day Sleeping
Beauty’s father, feeling ill, went to lie down and never
woke up. Although she loved him Sleeping Beauty’s
heart felt a little lighter. Shortly afterwards Sleeping
Beauty’s mother mourning the loss of her soul-mate
took to her bed and never woke up. Their love for one
another bound them too tightly together to be able to
care and nurture anyone but each other.
Sleeping Beauty was finally free. It stopped raining
and the most beautiful rainbow appeared in the sky.
Sleeping Beauty began to dance and sing: something
which she had not done since childhood.
In time Sleeping Beauty gradually awoke as if from
a dream. She had reached maturity all by herself and
had good reason to feel proud of who she was and
what she had accomplished alone.
Sleeping Beauty thought happily “my parents loved
me without words and I learnt to love them with
forgiveness.”
The child within stayed with Sleeping Beauty
throughout her days on earth. The innocence and
contentment she had discovered and nurtured lived
on in Sleeping Beauty’s heart.
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Miss Goldie And Her Three Loves
by Janet De Longville
The first love made a rough bed.
The second took her to magical
lands. The third was just right
for making a baby. But a raven
pecked on the bedroom window
saying, “Love is blind. Don’t be
seduced by the comfort. This too
will pass. Luxuriate for a while
then put it into your memory and
keep it there. No-one can take the
memory away. You are nature’s
child. A lover of trees, the sea
and animals. Listen to the music
that is in your head. That too can
never be taken. So escape Miss
Goldie while you can. Don’t close
your eyes. Be wary. Ever vigilant.
As normality comes through the
front door of life’s path, make your
choice and be at peace. Ready for
eternity. Run.”

Goldilocks & The Three Bears
by Marygrace Levakis
Goldilocks they called him because
of his long, golden hair. A pretty
boy and a star in his own right.
The star business was a feast or
famine affair. Sure it earned him
mega-bucks. However, it was in
fits and starts and the money soon
ran out. What was he to do then
except cat burglary to support him
during the lean times? If you can
climb you’re in like Flynn. He was
in many a property via the open
windows. What drew him into
crime? He, a lovable, talented
lad of 22 years. It was none other
than that lovable plump, gay old
codger Santa Claus. It was myth
that he entered by the chimney.
Logic told him he’d be black as
soot if he did. Anyway he was
the inspiration for his path of

crime. Property after property he
broke into. Not to give presents
but to take – jewellery and cash
mainly. He had many bills to pay.
A star’s lot was an expensive one.
Goldilocks was not called this for
nothing. He was worth his weight
in gold. Exhausted, he fell asleep
finally, in the House of the Three
Bears where he was discovered
three hours later when they arrived
home. Angrily, they tied him up
and called the police! The End.

Rocking Cat
by Marygrace Levakis
This rocking cat had a bad night
with the grog and started talking
to his fiddle as though it were
Pinocchio, a talking doll. He
imagined he saw a cow jump over
the moon when all it did was leap
over the fence. The moon was low
over the horizon that night. So low,
it appeared to be sitting on the
fence. The little dog, a Pekinese,
barked for its feed with its mouth
wide open and teeth showing. It
appeared to be laughing. Further,
he could swear he saw the plate
as a fat man and the spoon as a
thin man dancing together like a
couple of sailors doing a runner,
after becoming overly friendly,
after a few Black Douglass. The
cat decided finally he really must
give up the plonk!!

Raging River
by Pat Lambert
I wade out into the raging river. I
am safe for the moment as I am
only in the shallows. In my mid to
late teens, I start testing the drugs
and alcohol. The water is below
my knees. I feel the cool current

of the water flowing between my
shin bones. The more I experiment
with the drugs and alcohol the
quicker I step towards that raging
current in the middle of the river.
I feel the water creeping up
towards my knees getting colder
and deeper.
The river eventually sweeps me off
my feet. I’m in full blown addiction
drinking and smoking pot every day.
I’m in the middle of a raging
current now, getting tossed and
turned and thrown around like a
rag doll being sucked under the
dark murky water. I can’t see.
I can’t get to my feet. Helpless,
at the mercy of the river getting
dragged down stream, no idea of
where I will end up or whether
I will survive.
Scared, frightened and worn out.
I’m battered bruised and beaten.
I can’t go on anymore.
In my mid forties I’ve now been in
this raging current for thirty years..
How and why I didn’t drown
I’ll never know. But someone
or something must have been
looking over my shoulder to
protect me and guide me.
By word of mouth I heard about
Galiamble, a men’s recovery
centre where I was nurtured back
to health over a period of time.
Today I’m ready to go back to that
big beautiful river. To admire its
power and glory and the wildlife
and nature that relies on its
presence for survival. Standing on
the bank of the river and feeling the
vibrations of its raging current. With
friends and family ready to offer a
hand of support if I trip and stumble
down the embankment towards
the grasp of addiction again.
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Utopia

Rats live on no evil star
Now all us cursed ones falling out
after ... do not go to some heaven,
some hell but are put on the
RAT’S STAR.
			

Wake from a dream,
perhaps half a dream:
it seems
you are here.
I hear your pattering feet.

I lost my last twenty dollars
& when I lifted up the lounge,
there it was – with three rats
sleeping on it.

But you know, it’s just
the rain,
falling like angels,
like
stars.

It’s the fading of this magic
that is hard to accept.

uth

Yet even in death I find them –
they tickle my leg, rustle the
papers,
I find them in my sock-pile
as possibility. I’m careful where
I step
because they are never far from
here,
watching, quietly waiting.

So

Sometimes I get afraid. Then I
relax when I look at him: he is not
afraid, not generally, anyway. He
is old, that’s all. He sleeps a lot,
nearly all day and night. One day
soon his body will sleep forever,
and I think his body will be grateful
for this. I think all bodies are happy
when their time finally comes.

If we descend from angels
they are from the line of pixies,
fairies and wood-sprites.
Mischief is theirs by nature –
they do run-throughs
when I’m in the shower;
they plunder my back-pack.

ul

My Brownie is not who he once
was – his spirit, his life force
is leaving him, day by day. But
he loves me as much as ever.
Sometimes he will sleep under my
chin for hours, too tired to worry
about his space; then when I go to
pick him up he lets out a squeak
he never used to. He can’t see and
has trouble walking, so no wonder
he gets afraid.

The rain

Pa

March 22 excerpt

I have lived with them –
an endless procession of
visitations,
each one shadowing the before
and after. And they are
visitations – a thing glimpsed
from the periphery of your vision,
real shooting stars.

by

My utopia is in the mountains
somewhere. I will have a log
cabin, and my rats can go outside
and play. I’ll sing snippets of songs
my grandmother used to sing, and
wear an apron as I stoke up the
wood-fire stove. Then when the
sun dims between the trees, I’ll
call my ratties home, and they’ll
come running to my arms. We’ll
eat to our hearts’ content, then
doze in front of the fire, all warm
and snoring and furry.

Anne Sexton
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Wishes
by Rose Higgins
I wish I had a hero who loved me!
I wish he, or she, were true and honest
Always magnificent, always loyal, always true
I wish I had a hero who loved me!
I wish I could go back and start again!
I wish it would all come to an end
One bright moonlit night
Whilst I am contemplating the stars
I wish it could all go on forever
And all those loved familiar faces
would never disappear
I wish we could have, forever…
Those golden, sliding, sands of time!
I wish I had a hero who loved me!
I wish I could just be still, in the present
Mindful, with thanks

(Well, dear readers, the moral of this story is: if your hero has been delayed, why not seek inner peace,
instead of romance? This shall be more lasting and less expensive: financially and emotionally)
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A warning to witches
of male persuasion
by Wendy Butler

“For example, if anyone annoys you
There once was an old, retired
witch who lived in an old run down I can kill them with just one look’
private hotel. Like most witches,
Hmm, thinks the old witch. I can
she was a white witch who spent
deal with them with a look. No
her time quietly going about her
need to kill anyone.
good deeds in secret. One day,
she was sitting across the road
“I can kill all your drug dealers
outside the bakehouse having
and drunks””
a cup of coffee, when up came
a young man.
Really, she thinks.This guy is more
like a Clint Eastwood character
”I’m a male witch” he said.
than a witch. But she keeps her
thoughts to herself. He’s giving
“Don’t you mean a wizard?”
witches a bad name.
“Oh, no. A male witch is like
Now her precious morning time
a female witch but much
is spoiled as every day he comes
more powerful”
over and boasts about the good
deeds he’s done. The bad people
Oh yeah, she thought
he’s killed and will kill. What is

it about men that they can’t do
anything without boasting? And
so she ignores him, continuing
on with her good deeds.
Then one day he comes across and
asks her how many brains she’s
sucked out since he last saw her.
She is disgusted. But he persists
in this query every day.
At last she’d had enough. Drastic
action was needed. She consulted
the black witches handbook and
found a spell for sucking out brains.
Since the sucked-out brain was
useless, she immediately spat
it out. And such is the end of all
males who presume to be witches.
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A Door Marked
“Destiny”
by George Hall

Life is an open door. We can enter through it or,
In ignorance, simply pass it by.
Birth places in our hands the key to that door. It hangs from a ring
With others marked “Inspiration”, “Ambition” and “Perseverance”
And the ensuing years will chart its course. How well we learn
From those years will determine our rate of success or failure,
achievement or disappointment.
“Inspiration” will open the door of creativity. It will guide the pen,
colour the canvas and light the way of the visionary.
It will hear the music and the dance to the tune.
“Ambition” will override difficulty. It will lower mountains and
Make easy the climb to the top, while “Perseverance” will be the
Key to unlock Opportunity’s door, to steady us when we stumble
And be the crutch to lean on when the going gets tough.
However, we will undoubtedly find at times
A door slammed in our face.
It is the door of adversity and it creaks on hinges rusted with the
years of indifference. It is the door through which the refugee
must flee in search of asylum and a safe haven. It is the door
which beckons the sick and the open door through which the
disadvantage constantly pass. But each of us can make a
difference.
All it takes is a drop of compassion and those
Hinges will cease their creaking.
Each life is a storehouse of history and wisdom. Whether it’s door
remains closed to the outside world or open and welcoming is up
to the individual, but if seeds of goodwill form that storehouse are
sown for the benefit of others, they will, in their season,
lead to a bountiful harvest.
Life is an open door.
It is a door marked “Destiny”.
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PEGASUS
THE FLYING
HORSE
by Trevor Donohue

I did see it again. Why does no one believe me?
It was against the full moon. A horse, a winged horse.
It was a full yellow moon. One could distinctly make out
the craters of the golden orb. To make it out so fully, it
must have been close by. It was there for only a second then
the clouds closed in. It was powerfully built and the wings
were sturdy. Using my imagination I could hear the
powerful sweep of the wings and the displacement of air.
My parents reassured me. It is all in your imagination.
Confined to my bed, my fever had just broken and they
could ease their vigilance. I must be such a worry to them
and I appreciate their constant loving care, but I am sure of
what I saw. If I had told them that I had seen angels,
they possibly may have believed me. A look of sadness would
have passed between them, as quickly as the spectral
apparition I had witnessed.
I have very little strength and they must tend to my every
need. They never complain and sometimes I think that they
have very little life of their own. If I could relieve their
burden, I would. I can scarcely raise my limbs. They raise
my knees and balance a book so that I can read. I make out
that I am a slow reader so that they will have no need to
turn the pages. There is nothing wrong with my sight and
my mind. It is this body that is a tyrant; that is wilful.
In my imagination I can be all things. I would be strong
and take the pressure off them; I would provide for them
and give them back a life.
I have seen my deterioration in the mirror mounted on the
wall. My face is pale; a few silken strands of hair cover my
head.
I am told I have beautiful eyes. Yes they are bright blue:
really the only thing that records my existence.

Tonight there is another full moon. To satisfy them and
myself I am propped up on pillows, facing the window. I
must be vigilant; the apparition is only there for an instant.
My mother sits beside my bed and sings, such sweet lyrical
songs. Of Irish extraction they tell of Fairies and of
magical landscapes and of dreamers. The Irish were always
dreamers. Called fool hardy and childish in temperament,
there is a word, fey. They do not worship the elements;
they are part of it. They are fearful of Gods and religious
dogma is part of their creed, but inside they have that
basic awareness of another world that is not ruled by
religious superstition.
My mother, exhausted has fallen asleep, her profile is moon
lit, and the lines have been erased from her features. In the
half-light, she is the Madonna. The only thing missing are
her hands. Raised in prayer.
There is the beating wings. I hear them loudly. The
neigh of a proud mustang. The insistent forced breathing of
its impatience. One large brown eye scrutinizes me. Are you
ready?
I rise. I hover, and I look down. I see me. For the first
time there is tranquillity on my features. My eyes remain
open.
When my mother awakes, she can see that my soul has
left my body. Her pain is over as is mine.
I am powerful, I am astride this magnificent creature, the
strong muscles propel us into space. Together we are as one
and as one we will reach the frontiers of the universe and
beyond.
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Business as Usual
by Paul Harper
your footy team has a rousing come from behind victory at home
the stands packed with hand models disciplined to forget
alice in wonderland has just returned exultant with a collar of severed heads

warm
royalty
with a
whip
from
outer
space

lucid attempts to find out just where we stand in a fast moving stream of traffic
that flows endlessly from palermo five my temporary gender dysmorphia
palermo eight the reckless use of experience a precedence machine a coalition
of the mongoose & the cobra tantric lute my amethyst was facing the wrong way
a flock of twenty mr wilsons in theory a lobster can live for ever intangible asset
eighty two we observe a lot by watching uranium intelligence weekly
communicate by urination the man who broke the sun mother browns knees up
fifty seven percent the dragon prince wants his father to announce an imperial
villa on the moon the dragon prince wants his father to announce an imperial villa
on the moon harrys special chair back in my day we had a rock & a stick
a festival of the t shirt a lost history of fireworks fewer mechanicals the sound
of cat fish in a very healthy river road kill dinner party yak is a prehistoric
cabbage the crock & the toothbrush one victorian wig curler does not
a courthouse make seven keys to colour healing she was already fully the thing
that was just starting to happen to the rest of the street when in doubt salt
peanuts salt peanuts the mystery of the yellow room last nights essentialism
twenty six tons of rotating metal the power of popcorn several gratuitous
raccoons a fantastic loose end a winter solstice fondue extravaganza my dog ate
the cleaner the tea party is a sock puppet golf goes gorgeous element one
hundred & twelve experimenting with a new sugar delivery system polly earns
a cracker the perpetual quest for free drinks life is better with trees a house more
babylon switzerland without the alps jimmy the tulip whos who in voodoo luke
warm royalty with a whip from outer space the demographics of disbelief
a thirteen note cognitive melody a strange advocate for eagles the secret lives
of hairdressers nothing important should happen on a thursday a thousand
autumns the local magical realist catching raindrops made of chocolate frank
stella & the simulacrum a cornucopia of social awkwardness the secret goldfish
twenty two hours of television heaven your nose & other lies explosion
of exactitude the conflicting claims of spring & autumn will the expanding
universe provide a superior toaster i am a bottle of milk tooth fairy strapped
for cash a charming sex legged beast called a hexameter a compelling
tale of corruption & sloth to a fisherman finds the feather mantle of a celestial being
in a pine tree
her chiffon gown & white gloves lend a pinch of the demure
to an evolved warehouse keen to flog the street cred
of buying a tea cosy in a renovated shipping container
when fighting alien monster hairball hybrids
i want to feel like im at the controls of a cutting edge killing machine
who doesnt

nothing
important
should
happen
on a
thursday
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Pay Day Loans

What is a pay day loan?
Pay day loans are small loans,
often for $100-$500, to be paid
back over a short term of two
to four weeks. They have high
interest, fees and charges.
Pay day loans are offered by
stores including Cash Converters,
Safrock Finance, The Cash Store,
City Finance, Money 3, Cash First,
Fundco and more.
Why are pay day loans such
a bad deal?
1. The fees and charges are
extremely high
Fees and charges combined with
interest can add up to 500% per
annum. For example, a small loan
of $314.95 after adding fees may
amount to $416.90.
A pay day lender can only charge
you 48% interest, but fees and
charges are separate from this.
There is currently no limit on the
amount of fees and charges a pay
day lender can charge.
2. Direct debited repayments
means you have no choice
whether to repay
Most pay day lenders require you
to make repayments automatically
from your bank account by way of
direct debit.

If payments are taken
automatically, this means you
have no choice whether to pay
important living expenses, or your
pay day loan.

4. Did the pay day loan meet your
needs and objectives?

3. T
 hey put low income
earners further into debt

6. Are any of the fees and charges
extremely high?

Pay day lenders target vulnerable
low income earners who use loans
to pay for common living expenses
like groceries or electricity bills.

How do I complain if I think
I have been treated unfairly?

Often the loan will be so large
that the consumer will pay it off
and then be unable to meet other
expenses making them resort to
another loan.
People who are unable to repay
these loans become repeat
borrowers trapped in a debt cycle.
Some other things
to investigate:
There are many consumer
protection laws that may apply
to your dealings with a pay day
lender. Below are some things you
might wish to get advice about:
1. Were you able to afford
repayments?
2. Did the pay day loan contract
disclose all of the fees and
charges to you?
3. Were you misled about anything
in the contract?

5. Were there any terms which
were unfair in the pay day loan
contract?

You should first complain to the
pay day lender.
If this is unsuccessful you can
complain to the External Dispute
Resolution scheme to which the
pay day lender will belong, this
includes the Credit Ombudsman
or the Financial Ombudsman.
Need more help?
Consumer Action Law Centre
Telephone: (03) 9629 6300, or
1300 881 020 for country callers.
Email: advice@consumeraction.org.au
Mon – Fri 10.00am – 5.00pm
Free telephone and email legal advice
MoneyHelp
(Financial Counselling)
Telephone: 1800 149 689
Email: advice@moneyhelp.org.au
Mon – Fri 10.00am – 5.00pm
Free telephone financial counselling
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Writing Workshops
Our weekly writing workshops happen every Tuesday 1:30 – 3:30.
The workshops are free and held in the community room of
St Kilda Library, 150 Carlisle St. You don’t need to book or ring,
just turn up with paper and a pen.
It’s a great way to explore and polish your writing skills with
a friendly bunch of people, amazing tutors and afternoon tea.
So please drop in.
For more information call Philippa on 0413 024 528

#49
How about becoming a friend of Roomers?
For as little as $40 per year you can help Roomers keep going.
We are always in search of funds to continue publishing Roomers as
a quarterly magazine and running weekly creative writing workshops.
Friends of Roomers receive:
4 copies of Roomers posted annually
Invitations to any spoken word/performances and launches
Your name listed in the friends section of the magazine
A warm and fuzzy feeling in your belly
Individual (low income): $40 per year
Individual (cashed up): $50 per year
Not for profit organisations: $60 per year
Others: $90 per year

We want you!
We want your stories and poems and songs and articles
and musings and photos and artwork…
And we want them now.
When you send things in please include your name and address so
we can contact you. We never print people’s addresses and you can
be anonymous if you like a little mystery in your life.
Contact Philippa Armstrong on 0413 024 528
or leave a message on 9531 1954 or write to
PO Box 57 Elwood 3184 or send us an email
roomersmag@yahoo.com.au

